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The Main Drivers of Modeling and Simulation
at INL

Since 1949, INL researchers pioneered many of the world’s first
nuclear reactor prototypes and advanced safety systems (LOFT
and Semiscale)
Established in 2005, INL is the lead
nuclear energy R&D laboratory for the
Department of Energy
• Prime Contract States: “Establish a
world-class capability in the modeling
and simulation of advanced systems
such as Generation IV Nuclear Energy
Systems. In particular, develop the
capability to model advanced nuclear
systems from the microscopic to the
macroscopic level, enabling advanced
experimentation involving Generation
IV technologies.”

INL has nuclear expertise, infrastructure
and strategic partnerships necessary to
advance the state-of-the-art in:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Nuclear safety analysis
Material Irradiation
Management of used nuclear fuel
Advanced nuclear fuels, materials,
and separations
5) Development of advanced reactor
concepts
1), 4), and 5) are the main drivers of the
INL’s mission in Advanced Modeling and
Simulation. 2) and 3) are emerging
modeling and simulation capabilities.
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Modeling and simulation support from Multiple DOE Programs “enables
INL’s world-class capability”
Nuclear Energy Advanced Modeling
and Simulation

Consortium for Advanced
Simulation of Light Water Reactors

Advanced Reactor Technologies

Fuel Cycle Technologies

Nuclear Science User Facilities

Light Water Reactor
Sustainability Program

Program is to enhance research and development through the use
of advanced computational methods.

program was adopted as a results-oriented,
science-based approach towards nuclear
fuel R&D that takes advantage of advances
in HPC to integrate theory and
experiment with modeling and
simulation
.

Laboratory Directed
Research and Development

LDRD is a DOE program that allows INL to select a limited
number of R&D projects to maintain the
scientific and technical vitality of INL,
enhance INL's ability to address future
DOE missions, and support high-risk,
potentially high-value R&D

Program was established to provide
modeling and simulation
capability to improve the
performance of currently
operating light water
reactors

NSUF offers unparalleled opportunities for nuclear energy
researcher. Users are provided no-cost access
to world-class nuclear research facilities,
technical expertise, and assistance
with experiment design, assembly,
safety analysis and examination

Gateway for Accelerated
Innovation in Nuclear

GAIN’s mission is to provide the nuclear industry with access to
the technical, regulatory, and financial support to move advanced
nuclear technologies toward
commercialization in an
accelerated and cost-effective fashion.

Advanced Reactor Technologies (ART) is a national program
funded by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). Work is focused
on developing a High Temperature
Gas-cooled Reactors (HTGR),
Sodium-cooled Fast Reactors
(SFR), and Molten Salt
Reactors (MSR)

The LWRS Program is developing the scientific basis to extend
existing nuclear power plant operating
life beyond the current 60-year
licensing period and ensure
long-term reliability, productivity,
safety, and security

National Nuclear
Security Administration

NNSA is a semi-autonomous agency within DOE responsible for
enhancing national security through the military application of
nuclear science.
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MOOSE and what makes the MOOSE software
development approach different

INL’s Cohesive Approach to Modeling and Simulation

Objective: “To develop a multi-scale, multi-physics simulation capability for nuclear energy applications
in support of DOE-NE missions that span basic first principles (atomistic and molecular dynamics) to
the engineering scale, including nuclear physics, materials, thermal fluids, applied mathematics
(numerical methods), and nuclear, mechanical, and chemical engineering, all linked together under a
single computational framework”
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MOOSE: The Cornerstone of INL’s High Performance Computing
Modeling and Simulation Effort
•
•
•
•
•
MOOSE (Multiphysics Object-Oriented
Simulation Environment): HPC Development
and Runtime Computational Framework (NQA-1
compliant)
• Started in May of 2008 (LDRD).
• MOOSE is an C++ object-oriented software
framework allowing rapid development of
new simulation tools.

•
•
•

1D, 2D or 3D FEM (CG, DG and XFEM) with both
mesh and time step adaptivity.
Subjected to multiple peer-reviews, NQA-1 compliant.
Application development focuses on implementing
physics (PDEs) rather than numerical implementation
issues.
Leverages multiple DOE and university developed
scientific computational tools (MPI, PETSc, LibMesh,
Hypre, etc.).
Seamlessly couples native (MOOSE) applications
using MOOSE MultiApps and Transfers.
Efficiently couples non-native (and non-C++) codes
using MOOSE-Wrapped Apps.
Obtained Free Software Foundation, Inc.'s Lesser
General Public License Version 2.1on February 12,
2014. MOOSE also received a 2014 R&D 100 Award.
Two PECASE awards, Derek Gaston (2012) and
Michael Tonks (2017).
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INL SQA Requirements & Activities: Applies
to all software development at INL
• List B of INL Contract: requires compliance to DOE O 414.1D
• DOE O 414.1D requires NQA-1-2008 with the 2009 Addenda (or
equivalent) for nuclear safety software.
• INL QAP (PDD-13000): This is the DOE approved Quality Assurance
Program Document for the INL and what BEA is bound for QA
implementation. NOTE: This document was recently revised in
September 2015 to include ANSI/ASQ Z1.13-1999, “Quality
Guidelines for Research” for non-nuclear work.
• To date, none of the current MOOSE-based applications are yet
designated as Safety Software. All of the applications are currently
under heavy research & development but are being developed to the
more rigorous standard.
• MOOSE, BISON, Grizzly, RELAP-7, and MASTODON are assessed
to be NQA-1 compliant for R&D software. Rattlesnake, MAMMOTH,
and Marmot will be assessed in FY-2019.
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What makes the MOOSE Approach Different?
Compressible Flow

• The heart of a MOOSE application is the kernel. A
kernel is a “piece” of physics.
• It’s convenient to think of a kernel as a mathematical
operator, such as a Laplacian or a convection term in a
Species Diffusion
PDE.
• A kernel is typically composed of single lines of C++
code for the mathematical operator, the exact or
approximate Jacobian, and one for each boundary
condition.
Electro-Magnetic
• In MOOSE, kernels may be swapped or coupled
together to achieve different application goals.
• It is these kernels, which now number in the hundreds,
that allow a scientist or engineer to pick up MOOSE
and develop an application so quickly.
• MOOSE-based applications can be composed to
simulate complex multi-scale, multi-physics systems.
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MOOSE Code Example

Strong Form
Weak Form
=0
Kernel

Kernel

BoundaryCondition

Kernel

Actual Code
return _k[_qp]*_grad_u[_qp]*_grad_test[_i][_qp];

Easily coupling MOOSE–based software applications to non-native
or legacy software codes is a huge advantage with MOOSE
• MOOSE contains a novel approach to code coupling, for both MOOSE-based applications and external
codes.
• The approach consists the MultiApp system, which allows multiple MOOSE (or external) applications to run
simultaneously in parallel and the the Transfer system, which is designed to push and pull fields and data to
and from MultiApps.
• Multiple codes are compiled into one executable, can efficiently exchange data in memory, and effectively
converge all coefficients in an implicit iterative manner (Picard).
• OpenMC and Serpent neutron transport Monte Carlo codes have been coupled in the “MOOSE-wrapped
Apps” manner to BISON. MCNP and MC21 is next. ANL’s Nek5000 CFD code has also been coupled.

Fuel temperature distribution – OpenMC/BISON

Turbulent Heat Flux – Nek5000/BISON

SBO Simulation of fuel pin using TRACE - BISON12

NSUF’s Nuclear Modeling and Simulation Tools
“The goal is to provide validated NQA-1
compliant tools to the NSUF community”

Multiple Length Scales for Multiphysics Nuclear Power Modeling
and Simulation
NPP Scale

Reactor Scale

Engineering Materials Scale

Microscale

Grizzly
Marmot

RELAP-7

RELAP-7 SC, MAMMOTH,
Rattlesnake, Pronghorn

BISON

Multi-scale Nuclear Fuels and Materials Modeling
BISON (NEAMS, CASL, AFC): Block-Implicit Simulation of Nuclear fuels (BISON)
Engineering-scale fuel performance application (NQA-1 compliant), NEAMS and
CASL funded.

• All-fuels: Models LWR, TRISO, plate, and metal fuels in 1D, 2D and 3D.
• Material models are empirically derived. Tight coupling with Marmot to provide
•

lower length-scaled informed ”science-based” predicative capabilities.
Designed to support tightly coupled nonlinear multi-scale multiphysics
simulations with MAMMOTH, Rattlesnake, and Marmot, to address both locally
and core-wide for safety issues for HBS and ATF design (strong transients).

Marmot: Mesoscale multiphysics simulation tool, NEAMS funded.
• Predicts coevolution of microstructure and physical properties due to applied
load, temperature, and radiation damage.
• Designed to correct BISON’s empirical models in a coupled manner, so called
lower length scale-informed.
• Phase field modeling coupled to finite strain mechanics and heat conduction.
• Grain Boundary (GB) migration, grain growth, void/bubble growth and
coalescence
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Multi-scale Materials Modeling Approach
Goal: improved, science-based materials models using hierarchical multiscale modeling
in concert with experimental characterization and fabrication

Experimentally
Determined Properties

1st Principles Simulations

• Identify important
bulk mechanisms
and properties

MARMOT

• Predict microstructure
evolution
• Determine effect of
evolution on material
properties
Molecular Dynamics Simulations

7/20/09

• Determine kinetics and grain
boundary properties

Macro-scale BISON
Simulation

• Predict macroscale
performance

BISON LWR Capabilities

Gap/Plenum Behavior
• Gap heat transfer with kg= f (T, n)
• Mechanical contact (master/slave)
• Plenum pressure as a function of:
 evolving gas volume (from
mechanics)
 gas mixture (from FGR model)
 gas temperature approximation

General Capabilities
• Finite element based 1D spherical, 2D
axisymmetric and 3D fully-coupled thermomechanics with species diffusion
• Linear or quadratic elements with large
deformation mechanics
• Steady and transient operation
• Massively parallel computation
• Meso-scale informed material models

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oxide Fuel Behavior
Temperature/burnup/porosity dependent
conductivity
Heat generation with radial and axial profiles
Thermal expansion
Solid and gaseous fission product swelling
Densification
Thermal and irradiation creep
Fracture via relocation or smeared cracking
Fission gas release (two stage physics)
 transient (ramp) release
 grain growth and grain boundary sweeping

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cladding Behavior
Thermal expansion
Thermal and irradiation creep
Irradiation growth
Oxide layer growth
Gamma heating
Combined creep and plasticity
Hydride damage

Coolant Channel
Temperature

• Closed channel thermal hydraulics with
heat transfer coefficients
• Tight coupling with RELAP-7
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PCMI - Missing Pellet Surface Analysis
Missing pellet surface

He fill gas

UO2 fuel
Zr-4 clad

• High resolution 3D calculation (250,000 elements, 1.1x106 dof) run on 120 processors
• Simulation from fresh fuel state with a typical power history, followed by a late-life power ramp

Radiation Physics for Irradiated Nuclear Fuel & Materials
Rattlesnake (NEAMS and NRC): Multi-scale multi-level radiation transport
• Multi-scale: Assembly homogenized, pin-homogenized, fuel-resolved
simultaneously in one simulation
• Multi-Group Diffusion, Spherical Harmonics, Self Adjoint Angular Flux (SAAF)
• Designed to support tightly coupled nonlinear multiphysics simulations,
primarily focused on fuel performance analysis, both locally and core-wide for
safety issues and ATF design (strong transients)
• Unique multi-scale, multi-physics ATR and TREAT simulation capabilities.
MAMMOTH (NEAMS): Advanced multi-scale nuclear physics
• State-of-the-art depletion solver with CRAM and nonlinear Eigensolver.
• Isotopic composition to  BISON and MARMOT (fuel performance) to update
local fuel thermal-mechanical-chemical property evolution and fission gas
inventories
• Isotope, density, and temperature feedback for cross-sections.
• Pin-wise power and burnup distributions.
• Provides fluence calculations for radiation damage predictions (dpa).
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Significant Optimization Progress has been made with Rattlesnake
2D Rattlesnake Radiation Transport Simulation of
the ATR Core:
• 2D unstructured mesh with 262,983 elements
(mixed element types).
• Self Adjoint Angular Flux (SAAF) formulation for
transport equation.
• Heterogeneous sections are generated with SCALE.
• 12 energy groups.
• Gauss-Chebyshev angular quadrature, 256
streaming directions.
• NDOF = 786,447,360.
• 16 nodes on INL’s FALCON supercomputer.
• Direct transport k-eigenvalue calculation with
PJFNK.
• On left, flux in group #12.
• Wall time 7390s about 2 hours.

Significant Optimization Progress, Cont.
3D Rattlesnake Heterogeneous Transport
Simulation of the ATR Core:
• 3D unstructured mesh with 4,207,728
elements (mixed element types, extruded
from a 2D mesh with 16 layers).
• Self Adjoint Angular Flux (SAAF)
formulation for transport equation.
• Heterogeneous sections are generated with
SCALE.
• 12 energy groups.
• S8 level-symmetric angular quadrature (80
streaming directions).
• NDOF = 4,178,001,600.
• 2048 cores on FALCON.
• Direct transport k-eigenvalue calculation
with PJFNK.
• Wall time 12,877s about 3.58 hours.
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Reactor System and Component Aging and Irradiation Damage
Evolution
RELAP-7 (LWRS and NEAMS): RELAP-7 is INL’s Next Generation Reactor
System Analysis Tool (NQA-1 compliant)
• The overall design goal of RELAP-7 development is to leverage 35 years of
advancements in software design, numerical integration methods, and
physical models.
• More representative two-phase flow model, independent phasic pressures.
• Multi-scale time integration, explicit, semi-implicit, and nonlinear implicit.
• Multi-physics integration with other MOOSE-based applications (BISON,
MASTODON, MAMMOTH, Rattlesnake)
Grizzly (LWRS and NEAMS): Structural mechanics for component aging and
irradiation damage evolution (NQA-1 compliant)
• Supports LWR R&D to safely operate NPPs beyond original design life.
• Structural mechanics for reactor pressure vessel (RPV), containment
vessels, fuel assemblies, etc.
• Reactor Metals (embrittlement, fatigue, corrosion, etc.), e.g. RPV, core
internals, and weldments.
• Long-term concrete degradation (mechanical, chemical, and irradiation).
• High fluence phase transformations (multi-scale template).

RELAP-7 Progress: Complete Implementation and Testing of TRACE
5.0 Closure Relations

Vertical pipes, pre-CHF

Vertical pipes, post-CHF

Horizontal pipes, pre-CHF

• R.C. Johns, G.B. Swindlehurst, D. Andrs, R.A.Berry, J.E. Hansel, R.C. Martineau, L. Zou,
Closure Verification Part 1: Vertical PreCHF Closures, LA-UR-17-28769, 2017.
• R.C. Johns, G.B. Swindlehurst, D. Andrs, R.A.Berry, J.E. Hansel, R.C. Martineau, Closure
Verification Part 1: Vertical PreCHF Closures, LA-UR-18-26684, 2018.

RELAP-7 Progress: Development of 3D Subchannel Flow
Development of Native RELAP-7 3D Subchannel Flow Capability:
• Initial single-phase development at MIT, Kord Smith, Ben Forget, and Sterling Harper. Improved
CASMO/SIMULATE (Studsvik) approach.

Without and with subchannel mass and
energy exchange terms.

Fuel pin temperatures with BISON

Future Development Plans of Single and Two-Phase 3D
Subchannel Flow in RELAP-7
• Closure relations for assemblies.
• Validation of 3D subchannel at TAMU.
• Development of 7-equation two-phase 3D
subchannel (TAMU PhD student).
• No traditional pin heating models. 3D subchannel
formulations tightly coupled to BISON.
• BISON/RELAP-7allows realistic fuels
performance to be included in core calculations.
• Geometry agnostic. Capable of hexagonal fuel
assemblies.
• MOOSE implicit calculation with MAMMOTH Rattlesnake allow for detailed core burnup over
life of fuel.
• Will be easily coupled to VERA’s MPACT and
MAMBA.

PWR SBO LOCA for MAMMOTH-BISON-RELAP-7 Multi-physics
Total Power = 70.0 kW

BISON
RELAP-7 or TRACE

Power

P = 15.5 MPa

SBO

SBO Initial Conditions
1.5 days

g = 9.81 m/s2

(ρu)l = 3632.3 Kg/(m2s)
H/ = 1.19128 MJ/kg
α = 0.995
(ρu)g = 304.2 Kg/(m2s)
Hg = 2.85184 MJ/kg

4 years

1.5-day power-up
4-year run
1 minute pump failure
Simulation stops when clad
temperature reaches 1150K
– Power from Rattlesnake, decay
heat from MAMMOTH, and fuel
performance from BISON
–
–
–
–

Emerging Technology of NSUF Nuclear Modeling and Simulation:
Predicting and tracking the fuel state from Beginning of Life (BOL) through
extended long-term storage (300 years)to geologic disposal.
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The Simple Process for obtaining the
codes

External License Request

Application Access Control (Source Code)
All the codes presented here (except the MOOSE framework) are export controlled. Complete
Justifications are required describing your projects, collaborators, and level of source code access.
The following are levels of access that are available:
• Level 0: Restricted (default) - No access granted to binaries or source. This means that it is not made
available in source or binary format to unauthorized individuals.
• Level 1: Executable only - Access is granted to pre-built binaries built and maintained by the
application owners. No source code access is granted.
• Level 2: Header only access - Access to application headers is made available to facility the
development of “pluggable” objects. New objects may be built and compiled by the end user and
linked at runtime to the application.
• Level 3: Read-only source access - Full read-only access to the application repository is granted,
giving the developer access to all source code and tools for building binaries.
• Level 4: Full access - This level is reserved for software maintainers that have completed all required
developer and Software Quality Assurance (SQA) training required to contribute to, or approve
contributions to the repository.

Codes Oversight Group (COG)
• All these codes have an Export Control Classification Number (ECCN) above EAR99.
• The COG membership would be two or three Subject Matter Experts (SMEs; direct work in functional
development of ModSim codes at INL) and two senior members of NS&T management.
• A non-voting CI staffer would also attend. Provides classified information
• The COG would meet, as needed, to act upon access requests from sensitive countries for ModSim
codes. Special COG attention would be devoted to [a] actions involving source code and/or [b]
combinations of codes, not just discrete codes. Attention would be paid to requests involving
personnel/organizations from sensitive countries. COG members would determine, at a minimum, if
ModSim codes will be used for:
– Activities identified in 10 CFR Part 810.2(b);
– Development design, manufacture, construction, test, or maintenance of a nuclear explosive
device;
– Modeling or simulating of environments generated by nuclear detonations;
– Space-based radioisotope power systems and nuclear thermal propulsion systems;
– Naval nuclear propulsion plants and prototypes; and
– Nuclear propulsion for combat vessels or submersibles.

Points of Contact for Obtaining INL Codes
Richard Martineau – All codes
Richard.Martineau@inl.gov
208-526-2938
Mark DeHart – MAMMOTH and Rattlesnake
Mark.Dehart@inl.gov
208-526-1279
Jason Hales – BISON, Marmot, Grizzly
Jason.Hales@inl.gov
208-526-2293
Art Baker – Technology Deployment
Arthur.Baker2@inl.gov
208-526-1872

Dr. Richard C. Martineau managing INL modeling & simulation

Brief description of the SFR transient case (SHRT-17 at EBR-II)
• “The EBR-II shutdown heat removal tests (SHRT), carried out between 1984 and 1986, provide
unique passive safety demonstration data that are critically important for validation of safety and
systems analysis tools used to support fast reactor research and development programs in the U.S.
and elsewhere.
• For simplicity, the power and pump head histories are defined as input to the model. All
subassemblies are lumped into one of three core channels, namely Channel A (inner core), Channel B
(outer core), and Channel P (peak).
• SHRT-17 is a protected loss of coolant flow test starting at steady state operating conditions. The test
involved a complete loss of all pumping power to the plant while operating at full power and flow,
followed by a scram. Once the loss of flow transient began, forced convection flow continued while the
pumps coasted down. After the pumps stopped, the flow transitioned to natural circulation. The system
then relied upon natural circulation to remove residual heat from the core.
• Immediately after the transient is initiated, the reactor control system scrams the reactor, and then the
reactor power is quickly reduced to decay heat. The rapid reactor power decrease due to the scram
initially lowers the core outlet temperature. Then the drop in core flow due to the pump coast down led
to the temperature rise in core and the hot pool. Once the natural circulation flow is fully established
and because the IHX heat removal is higher than the core power, the core outlet temperatures start
dropping again.”

Preliminary MASTODON - Grizzly- BISON Coupling for Seismic Event

